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and Liston, 2010; Steele and Pires, 2011; Straub et al., 2011, 2012). Low depth or “genome skimming” (Straub et al., 2012) surveys of high-copy targets are increasingly feasible, even for a large number of samples (e.g., Parks et al., 2009; Straub et al., 2012), and they are certain to meet the needs for diverse areas of plant research, including species identification/DNA barcoding, phylogeography, and phylogeny.

Beyond high copy and repetitive targets, most of the unique fraction of the nuclear genome is generally inaccessible to “genome skimming”, and studies that depend on accurate information on gene presence/absence, gene structure, and accurate detection of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are not amenable to low depth strategies. For accurate resolution of these features, sequencing depth across the genome needs to be sufficiently high—typically in the range of 15× to 30× (Schatz et al., 2010)—that a reference sequence can be assembled, and structural and sequence variants can be accurately detected relative to background sequencing error. At this depth, the highest capacity next-generation sequencers currently available can sequence a single ~1 Gbp genome per lane; this genome size is exceeded by 70% of plants documented in the Plant C-value database (Zonneveld et al., 2005; http://www.kew.org/cvalues/; accessed October 2011).

An alternative to sequencing complete genomes is to reduce genomic complexity in a sample by targeting a portion of the genome for selective enrichment, while eliminating the remaining (majority) of the genome. Many targeted sequencing strategies have been developed to take advantage of the growing capacity of next-generation sequencers (also see Garber, 2008; Turner et al., 2009; Mamanova et al., 2010; Davey et al., 2011). Most methods were developed to enable selective isolation and sequencing of targets from the human genome, which is large and complex (3.3 Gbp; 22 000 genes; Pertea and Salzberg, 2010). These enrichment methods build on traditional molecular biological approaches that have been used for decades—PCR-based enrichment, hybridization-based enrichment, restriction enzyme-based enrichment, and physical isolation of mRNA—and can be used to target known regions of the genome, such as dispersed gene fragments, long contigous segments, and anonymous regions that can be reliably isolated from the background of the larger genome. The major departure of these methods from their historical roots is in modifications to accommodate large targets (kilobases to megabases) to capitalize on the high capacity afforded by NGS platforms. For the near-future, targeted sequencing of genomic partitions—genes, organellar genomes, transcriptomes, and possibly exomes—represents a powerful, cost-effective approach for obtaining accurate DNA sequences for comparative genetic analysis from large-genomed plants.

In this paper, we summarize available genome reduction strategies and show how they can be used to enrich genomic DNA and total RNA preparations for specific targets: partial-to-complete organellar genomes; known nuclear targets for SNPs and microsatellites; and anonymous nuclear targets. These sequences in turn can be used to address population genetic, phylogenetic, and comparative genomic questions. All methods have been tested extensively in human genomics applications, and they are increasingly being adapted to study plants. Here, we highlight how these strategies have been successfully applied to study different aspects of plant comparative biology including sequencing partial-to-complete organelle genomes for population genomic, phylogeographic, and phylogenomic analysis; sequencing nuclear loci to identify and genotype polymorphic markers in population- and taxon-specific discrimination and studies of gene function and adaptation, as well as the construction of dense genetic linkage maps; sequencing transcribed mRNAs for gene discovery, polymorphism identification, and functional gene expression analysis.

In light of the diversity and peculiarities of plant genomes (highly variable size; highly variable organization; high redundancy through replicative transposition and polyploidy), it seems certain that no single genome reduction method will be “best” for all applications. However, by combining genome reduction methods with other approaches (such as low coverage genome skimming), plant biologists can exploit the power of massively parallel target enrichment for a diversity of targets, ranging from comparatively small (e.g., targeted resequencing of regions in the range of tens to hundreds of kbp from populations), to very large (e.g., Mbp targets from smaller numbers of individuals). The benefits of massively parallel target enrichment are most evident in plants with large genomes, but comparative studies of individuals, populations, and taxa with any size genome can benefit from the improved throughput and reduced analytical complexity offered by genome reduction approaches.

THE BASICS OF GENOME REDUCTION

For studies using next-generation sequencing, the amount of sequencing required to adequately characterize a genomic target, and ultimately complete the study, depends on three important factors: the specificity of target enrichment, the enrichment factor across targeted regions, and the uniformity of target enrichment. Additional factors that relate to efficiency and cost are the ability of enrichment methods to scale to “next-generation capacity” with minimal effort and the compatibility of enrichment methods with multiplex sequencing approaches that enable the simultaneous sequencing of multiple samples.

**Specificity and enrichment factors** can be calculated from the experimental sequencing data. Given $N$ total bases sequenced in an experiment, $N_T$ is the number of bases mapping inside the target region, $N_G$ is the number of bases mapping outside the target region, $G$ is the genome size, and $L$ is the target region size:

$$\text{Specificity} = \frac{N_T}{N} \times 100$$

$$\text{Enrichment} = \frac{N_T \times (G-L)}{N_G \times L}$$

Specificity is simply the proportion of “on-target” reads relative to the total pool of sequence reads, and the enrichment factor is the ratio of the coverage of the targeted region vs. the coverage of the genome outside the target region (the unenriched fraction). **Uniformity** of enrichment is a measure of the variation in sequencing depth across sites within a contiguous target region, as well as the average depth among multiple targeted regions. Measures of uniformity follow common measures of dispersion, such as the coefficient of variation.

The ability to scale to next-generation capacity is important because sequencing on these platforms becomes increasingly expensive if capacity is not reached. Achieving the right balance between methodological simplicity and scalability requires trade-offs that can only be determined on a project-by-project basis. For example, the simplest and most specific method of target enrichment is traditional single-plex PCR because target DNA sequences for comparative genetic analysis from large-genomed plants.
enrichment can be optimized for every locus examined. However, the effort required to isolate many loci by PCR scales proportionately with the number of targets examined. If the goal is to isolate hundreds to thousands of loci, then the benefits of traditional PCR (high specificity) will be outweighed by the labor, time, input DNA, and inevitable gap filling that would be required across multiple samples. Methods with lower specificity and uniformity may be preferred in many situations if they scale efficiently to kb- or Mb-sized targets.

The compatibility of enrichment methods with multiplex sequencing is a final and important factor in targeted enrichment because the reduced complexity of enriched libraries requires multiplex sequencing to be cost effective. Nearly all multiplex sequencing approaches involve adding a unique “barcode” nucleotide sequence to one of the platform-specific adapters or PCR primers so that multiple libraries can be mixed and sequenced in a common sequencing reaction; after sequencing, barcode identifiers are used to associate a sequence with a specific sample. The location of a molecular barcode varies by method and platform (Fig. 1A–C). For example, barcodes can be added to adapters so that they are sequenced with the genomic DNA insert in a single sequencing reaction (Binladen et al., 2007; Cronn et al., 2008; Hamady et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2010). This type of “internal” tagging can place identifiers on the distal end of the 5′ adapter so that they are read immediately before the insert. Libraries containing inserts smaller than the read length of the instrument (e.g., PCR amplicons, small RNAs) can use barcodes that are located on the 5′ end of the 3′ adapter (Vivancos et al., 2010) or even include unique pairs of barcodes on the 5′ and 3′ adapters to increase the barcode complexity (Roche Diagnostics Corporation, 2009; Galan et al., 2010). A different strategy to internal barcode tagging is for barcodes to be added to adapters so that they are sequenced separately of the insert sequencing reaction. This method of “index” tagging is currently limited to the Illumina platform, and it has the advantage of being fully compatible with Illumina’s base-calling pipeline (Kircher et al., 2011). A large number of barcoded adapters are available for each of these approaches, so barcode availability is typically less of a concern for high multiplexing than is the difficulty of balancing equimolar input of large numbers of templates (e.g., Craig et al., 2008; Galan et al., 2010).

Beyond these factors, additional considerations in genome reduction may profoundly impact the cost and feasibility of a study, for example:

1. Are the targeted regions of interest (ROIs) known genes or genomic regions? If so, targeted sequencing requires a reference for primer or probe design. The reference used for oligonucleotide synthesis must be sufficiently similar that the enrichment method (primed amplification; hybridization) works at the desired efficiency. Reference availability (e.g., organellar genome sequences; EST resources; gene sequences) may be limiting for some plant groups, but these resources are expected to grow at a remarkable rate, particularly as efforts like the 1 KP Project (one thousand plant transcriptomes; http://www.onekp.com/project.html) near completion.

2. Are the regions of interest anonymous? If so, the targeting method needs to be sufficiently selective such that targets have a high probability of being captured across multiple samples. This selectivity is usually accomplished through the choice of restriction enzymes that have different recognition sequences, or different sensitivities to methylation.

3. How complex is the target pool? Is the goal to enrich highly similar paralogs from a gene family or homoeologous loci from polyploid genomes, or to instead target divergent genes with low genomic redundancy? Analytical approaches used for isolation may be minimally influenced by these decisions, but the choice of sequencing platform may be crucial to success, as read length may have a marked impact on the power of identifying unique loci and alleles in a collection of highly similar sequences.

4. What are the desired data? Contiguous chromosomal regions, such as complete organellar genomes? Dispersed genomic loci representing complete or partial genes? Segregating sites dispersed evenly across the genome? Expressed gene sequences with transcript abundance information? The enrichment methods outlined here produce different kinds of data, and this may limit their application, particularly if the resulting sequences are too short for analysis, or if the resulting depth is insufficient for variant detection or quantitation.

**PCR-BASED ENRICHMENT**

The universal familiarity with PCR makes it a common starting point for exploring the utility of next-generation sequencing. As an enrichment method, PCR provides a reference point from which targeted enrichment can be compared, because it has high target specificity, reproducibility, and sequencing uniformity (Mamanova et al., 2010). Successful PCR requires a high degree of sequence conservation in the priming sites, and this can limit amplification to genic regions with comparatively low mutation rates and low rates of rearrangement/insertion-deletions events. Most often, primers are designed to target specific loci (Cronn et al., 2008; Bundock et al., 2009; Njuguna et al., 2010), although degenerate primers can be used to target allelic variants (Yuan et al., 2009; Kawakami et al., 2010), exonons, promoters, or poly(A) sites (Senapathy et al., 2010) with reduced target specificity. Amplicons of any size range can conceivably be sequenced on one of the available next-generation platforms (Table 1). Although direct sequencing of full-length amplicons is only feasible for DNA molecules that fall within the “optimal” read length of the instrument, this is usually much smaller than the modal sequence length for sequencers that deliver fixed read lengths (e.g., 454/Roche; Roche Diagnostics Corporation, 2009), or it is equal to the cycle number for sequencers that deliver fixed read lengths (Illumina, SOLiD). Amplicons larger than the optimal length can be partially sequenced by direct sequencing or completely sequenced following fragmentation and conversion into a library of randomly sheared products.

**Direct sequencing of small PCR products**—Direct sequencing of small amplicons precludes the need for a labor-intensive DNA fragmentation step, and it reduces the cost of library preparation. Direct sequencing on the Roche/454 platform (Bundock et al., 2009; Rigola et al., 2009; Roche Diagnostics Corporation, 2009) is optimal for amplicons that are generally less than the modal read length; this length is currently 500–700 bp, depending on the chemistry used. Amplicons greater than or equal to the modal length can be sequenced, but sequencing quality across amplicons may be diminished and sequence yield can be reduced. An important consideration for direct sequencing on the Roche/454 is that amplicons should be within ±10% length, because emulsion PCR (emPCR) can impart a selective
Fig. 1. Options for multiplex sequencing of enriched targets. (A) Internal barcodes (BC) can be added to the 5′ adapter so that they are read immediately off the sequencing primer (SP1). In this example, the barcode identifier “GACT” precedes the insert sequence (N) in Read 1. (B) Barcodes can be added to the 3′ adapter so that they are read immediately downstream of the insert. This method requires that the length of the insert be shorter than the sequencing read length. (C) Barcodes can be added within an adapter so that they are read in a separate “index” sequencing reaction with a second sequencing primer (SP2). This method is compatible with inserts of any length. (D) Fusion PCR primers can be used for direct sequencing of barcoded PCR amplicons. Fusion primers include a sequence that targets a specific gene (GSP), and either a linker that connects directly to attachment adapters for the sequencing platform (2 primers, direct amplification), or a conserved sequence (CS) that is targeted by a second pair of primer adapters (PA) that include the attachment sequence (4 primers, indirect coamplification). In each case, 5′ and/or 3′ internal barcode identifiers (BC) are added to facilitate high multiplexing.

Table 1. Sequencing capacity of selected next-generation platforms. The last three columns provide estimates of multiplex levels and numbers of PCR reactions for a hypothetical example assuming a 150-kbp target, amplified in thirty 5-kbp fragments at the desired coverage depth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform, read length</th>
<th>Instrument capacity (Gbp)</th>
<th>Minimum samples/run (^a)</th>
<th>Minimum sample capacity (Gbp)</th>
<th>Desired coverage depth</th>
<th>Maximum multiplex</th>
<th>Amplicons (5 kb each) required to match capacity</th>
<th>Per-sample sequencing cost, US$ (kb/$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illumina GAIIx, 150 bp single-end SE</td>
<td>450 (^b)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>857</td>
<td>25715</td>
<td>2200 (1864)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illumina HiSeq2000, 100 bp SE</td>
<td>285 (^b)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5428</td>
<td>81429</td>
<td>3000 (6800)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roche/454 GS FLX Titanium XL+, avg. 700 bp SE</td>
<td>0.7 (^c)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>2100 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABI SOLiD 5500xl, 75 bp SE</td>
<td>56 (^d)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1244</td>
<td>18667</td>
<td>2000 (8350)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) “Run” signifies the maximum available physical division of sequencing surface currently available. For Illumina platforms, one lane per flow cell is used for calibration/quality control purposes.

\(^b\) http://www.illumina.com/systems/sequencing.ilmn (accessed 15 July 2011)


\(\) Prices estimated for the GAIIx (http://htseq.oregon.edu/), Roche/454 (http://www.genome.duke.edu/cores/sequencing/), and all other platforms (http://www.molecularecologist.com/next-gen-table-2b/) (all sites accessed 15 July 2011)
contig; these steps are not required on the Roche/454. It is also important to note that the sequencing read lengths stated include the sequence of the gene-specific PCR amplification primers, because most methods usually resquence the primers along with the insert. If primer regions need to be excluded, it is possible to redesign sequencing primers to minimize wasted sequencing effort (Caporaso et al., 2010).

**Sequencing of long PCR products**—An alternative to direct sequencing of small amplicons is to amplify large targets that are randomly sheared and constructed into libraries that are sequenced on NGS platforms. This approach has a number of advantages over amplitic sequencing and resequencing of small target amplicons. For example, direct sequencing of shorter products may result in excessive coverage of amplicon ends and reduced coverage uniformity (Harismendy and Frazer, 2009). While there is no theoretical limit to the length that an amplicon can be sequenced, a long PCR cannot extend efficiently beyond 35 kbp (Cheng et al., 1994; Keeney, 2011), and reactions targeting amplicons in the range of 3–10 kbp may prove more robust. In general, most studies have found increased efficiency and reduced costs in amplifying longer regions of DNA, followed by fragmentation through nebulization or sonication during library construction (Mamanova et al., 2010).

In light of the effort associated with amplifying large numbers of long PCR products by traditional PCR, it is not surprising that long PCR-based targeted enrichment strategies have been coupled with next-generation sequencing in only a handful of cases. These studies have incorporated a “brute-force” approach that entails individual amplification of numerous long products, which are then pooled and tagged with barcoded adapters prior to sequencing (Fig. 2A). In plant phylogenetic and population genomic studies, the chloroplast genome has been the primary target to date. Full plastome sequences have been amplified in 3–4-kbp pieces for sequencing on the Illumina platform in *Pinus*, the broader Pinaceae, and *Fragaria* (Rosaceae), with application to phylogenetic resolution at low taxonomic levels (Cronn et al., 2008; Parks et al., 2009; Njuguna et al., 2010). Similarly, complete and partial plastome sequences have also been applied to the analysis of intraspecific estimates of diversity and differentiation in a number of pine species (Whittall et al., 2010). These studies highlighted a challenge associated with sequencing and assembly of fragmented amplicons on the Illumina platform, as coverage depths drop significantly in the 30-bp proximal to primer sites (Fig. 2; Cronn et al., 2008; see also Whittall et al., 2010; Njuguna et al., 2010). Similar decreases were reported by Knaus et al. (2011) when primers were spaced at greater distances (e.g., 75–100 bp) in an effort to minimize this phenomenon. Increasing amplicon overlap to a minimum of 100 bp should resolve this problem and is deserving of consideration in primer design (Harismendy and Frazer, 2009).

The nuclear genome is a more challenging target in plants due to its complexity and variability (Kellogg and Bennetzen, 2004) and the lack of a reference sequence for the vast majority of plant taxa. PCR-based enrichment strategies have been applied to the nuclear genome in vertebrate studies, suggesting that the technical challenges associated with complex plant genomes should not be insurmountable. For example, Craig et al. (2008) PCR-amplified 5-kbp nuclear regions totaling 120 kbp from 46 individuals to interrogate genetic variants within ENCyclopedia Of DNA Elements (ENCODE Project; http://www.genome.gov/10005107), with subsequent sequencing performed on the Illumina GA platform. Applicability to nonmodel organisms has also been explored to some degree in vertebrates, as well. Babik et al. (2009) used tagged, degenerate PCR primers in conjunction with sequencing on the 454 FLX platform to amplify and successfully genotype a major histocompatibility complex (MHC) exon in 79 bank vole accessions. Notably, while Babik et al. (2009) predicted that up to 1000 individuals could be genotyped using their methods in a single 454 FLX sequencing run, they found greater than two orders of magnitude differences in the number of sequence reads obtained per individual due to errors in pooling.

Similar to the nuclear genome, PCR-based enrichment paired with next-generation platforms has not been explored to date for plant mitochondrial targets. Again, this lack is largely due to the paucity of mitochondrial genome reference sequences and the inherent structural variability of plant mitochondrial genomes (for example, Alverson et al., 2010; but also see Duminil et al., 2002). The more compact and structurally consistent mitochondrial genomes of animals have been sequenced using long-PCR approaches on both Illumina and 454 platforms (Ermini et al., 2008; Jex et al., 2010; Zaragoza et al., 2010; Knaus et al., 2011).

**Multiplex and microfluidic amplification of PCR products**—Standard nonmultiplexed PCR represented a reasonable enrichment strategy for sample preparation when the earliest NGS sequencers were released, but the dramatic rise in sequencing capacity makes this strategy less cost effective. Multiplex PCR amplification of numerous targets in a single reaction has been developed as a possible alternative (Edwards and Gibbs, 1994; Markoulatos et al., 2002), and multiplexing kits are now available for many applications in human genetics. There are many challenges in developing high-multiplex amplification, such as off-target priming and primer–dimer formation, and the inability to accurately quantify individual amplicon concentrations. Efforts to reduce primer interactions have led to the development of methods that use common amplification primers of chemically tagged strands (Varley and Mitra, 2008), the use of common “selector” adapters (Dahl et al., 2007), and the immobilization of primers onto solid surfaces (Meuzelaar et al., 2007). These modifications permit the simultaneous amplification of targets ranging in the hundreds to low thousands per reaction. These approaches could prove cost effective for specific applications such as targeted exon sequencing.

An alternative to multiplexing amplicons in a common reaction is to independently amplify products in microfluidic reactors, and then pool the products after amplification for multiplexed sequencing. One of these commercially available platforms—the Access Array System (Fluidigm, San Francisco, CA)—uses a specialized 48 × 48 microchannel plate that combines 48 amplicon primer sets with 48 DNA samples in 36 nL wells. The small reaction chamber provides sufficient scaling of the PCR reaction such that only 15 U of Taq polymerase is required to generate 2304 amplicons. After PCR, reactions are combined across amplicons, and 48 pools of amplicons (one per individual) are collected, quantified, and multiplex sequenced on NGS platforms. PCR amplicons from three to four Access Array plates (6912–9216 amplicons) can be simultaneously sequenced in one-half of a Roche/454 picotiter plate. Sequencing depth per amplicon is typically between 50x to 150x, and reads representing each individual sample are identified via their multiplex identifier (MID) barcode sequence (Fig. 1; Roche Diagnostics Corporation, 2009). As with traditional
PCR, reactions can also be multiplexed on the Fluidigm system, with up to 10 primer pairs pooled per well of a 48 × 48 IFC chip, extending the number of amplicons that can be screened to 23040 per reaction (48 individuals × 48 wells × 10 target amplicons/well). Coverage statistics provided by Fluidigm show that if a 48 × 480 amplicon pool is sequenced on one lane of the Illumina HiSeq 2000, amplicons would be sequenced at an average of 8680× depth. This is an unnecessarily high sequencing depth, so a reasonable strategy would be to pool the products from many Access Arrays experiments and then sequence them simultaneously.

The second commercially available platform—the RainDance system (RainDance Technologies, Lexington, Massachusetts, USA)—creates microscopic “reaction chambers” by merging picoliter droplets of primer pairs with the remaining reactants in a typical PCR reaction (reagents, template DNA;
Once merged, droplets are maintained in an emulsion and processed as an emPCR sample. This platform has many of the advantages of the Fluidigm (reduced primer pair interactions; reduced reagent needs), but it permits the amplification of significantly more unique amplicons per reaction. One published study using RainDance (Tewhey et al., 2009) reported excellent coverage depths across 3725 of 3976 amplicons when sequenced on the Roche/454 and Illumina platforms. As with traditional PCR and the Access Array, it may be possible to mix multiple primers per droplet (up to five) to further increase the number of targets to ca. 20000 (Tewhey et al., 2009) per sample.

Considerations—Although PCR-based enrichment can be integrated with next-generation sequencing platforms, there are a number of factors that may make this a less than ideal coupling. First, as with all PCR-based applications, nontarget amplification (i.e., pseudogenes, paralogs) (Alvarez and Wendel, 2003; Arthofer et al., 2010), PCR recombination (Bradley and Hills, 1997; Cronn et al., 2002), and PCR bias (Mutter and Boynton, 1995; Kanagawa, 2003) can act singly or in concert to negatively impact sequencing results. Second, difficulties in accurate quantification and equimolar pooling of PCR amplicons from multiple reactions and across highly multiplexed PCR samples are well documented (Craig et al., 2008; Galan et al., 2010; Elshire et al., 2011). Third, PCR enrichment is prone to failure at the level of individual reactions due to poor template quality or inhibitory contaminants. When combined with the high primer specificity required by PCR, the challenge of “hole filling” may be the greatest in PCR among the currently available methods.

Finally, and perhaps most important, is the difficulty of scaling PCR to the capacity of NGS platforms. Consider a project that targets a 150-kbp region by PCR-amplifying thirty 5-kbp regions, that the products are sequenced on the minimum sample unit possible (1/16 of a picotiter plate for the Roche/454; one lane for the Illumina and SOLiD platforms), and a reasonable sequencing depth for the resulting products is maintained (5× for the Roche/454, 50× for microread sequencers). In this example, it would take 875 and 81429 5-kbp amplicons to meet the sequencing capacity of the Roche/454 and Illumina HiSeq 2000, respectively (Table 1). If smaller amplicons of 500 bp are used, then 8750 (454) and 814290 (HiSeq) amplicons must be generated to complete the same task. Obviously, NGS platforms do not need to be filled to capacity to perform well; however, the farther an experiment is from the limit of a given instrument, the higher the effective sequencing costs are for an experiment.

HYBRIDIZATION-BASED ENRICHMENT

With the rapid growth of NGS platforms (Mardis, 2011), the “front end” of targeted high-throughput sequencing was quickly recognized as a significant bottleneck and one that would worsen with the anticipated rate of growth in NGS platforms. Many groups looked to conventional hybridization-based methodologies (Lovett et al., 1991; Parimoo et al., 1991) as a potential solution for efficiently enriching multiple targets simultaneously from complex eukaryotic genomes. The development of microarray technologies, and particularly high-density custom oligonucleotide arrays synthesized using digital photolithography (Hughes et al., 2001), offered the ability to make dense pools of oligonucleotide probes to drive hybridization-based sequence capture for homologous, cohybridizing targets. The confluence of high-density oligonucleotide synthesis and NGS technologies has set the stage for transforming hybridization into a capture method with broad potential in the plant sciences, and one that is likely to displace PCR from a starring role in targeted enrichment.

Hybridization-based enrichment takes advantage of the high specificity of oligonucleotide probes (DNA or RNA) to hydrogen bond to complementary sequences, a feature exploited in Southern hybridization (Southern, 1975), sequence capture (Lovett et al., 1991; Parimoo et al., 1991; Bashiardes et al., 2005), and microarray technology (Hughes et al., 2001). By adjusting hybridization conditions (probe length, hybridization temperature, buffer ionic strength), targets can be enriched at varying levels of stringency. Targets are usually enriched from a background genome, but hybridization with complementary double-stranded baits can also be used to selectively remove unwanted portions of the genome (e.g., target depletion; Fu et al., 2010). Hybridization-based enrichment is either conducted with probes on a solid support (“on-array”; Albert et al., 2007; Okou et al., 2007; Fu et al., 2010) or in-solution (Porreca et al., 2007; Gnirke et al., 2009). On-array approaches use probes fixed to a solid support such as a nylon filter, glass slide, or microarray. When complex DNA (usually a library prepared for a specific NGS platform) is applied to the array, the desired fragments hybridize to homologous probes, nontargeted fragments are washed away, and the target is enriched with PCR prior to sequencing. Solution hybridization is similar to solid phase except that probes are free and typically biotinylated to facilitate capture. Following hybridization of probes and the DNA pool, biotin probe–target hybrids are captured with streptavidin beads, nontargeted DNA is washed away, and targets are eluted and enriched by PCR.

As an enrichment method, hybridization offers an attractive alternative to large-scale PCR, and it has been widely adopted in human genomics as a method for rapid screening of a large number of predefined genomic targets (Gnirke et al., 2009; Bainbridge et al., 2010; Mamanova et al., 2010; Bansal et al., 2011). Many commercial suppliers offer probe synthesis services that can be used to enrich targets as small as 1–2 Mbp (ca. 10000–20000 probes) or as large as complete exomes (>30 Mbp). Solution hybridization is accomplished in a single tube, so the process scales to large numbers of samples, multiplex formats, and robotic automation (Fisher et al., 2011). In most commercial applications, hybridization probes are biotinylated, single-stranded RNAs that are 120 bp in length. RNA probes have significant advantages because RNA–DNA hybrids have a higher affinity and melting temperature than DNA–DNA hybrids and single-stranded RNA probes lack a probe complement that can reamplify and reduce the effective concentration of probes (Sambrook and Russell, 2001). Although they are less efficient, double-stranded DNA probes can also be used in some applications (see below).

In their original application, hybridization reactions were typically run unmultiplexed (Gnirke et al., 2009; Bainbridge et al., 2010; Mamanova et al., 2010). It was quickly discovered, however, that enrichment factors were sufficiently high that complete human exomes (30 Mbp) could be captured and sequenced in multiplex, with 8-plex providing excellent results (Nijman et al., 2010). Similar approaches have recently been attempted in loblolly pine (Pinus taeda; Pinaceae), and it appears that successful enrichment of thousands of loci can be
accomplished from 8-plex hybridizations (L. Neves and M. Kirst, University of Florida, personal communication). Considering that these preliminary experiments targeted 6 Mb from a genomic background of 22 Gbp, the limit of multiplexing seems to be primarily determined by the cumulative target size, not the size of the background genomic complexity of the multiplex pool. Experiments with high multiplexing of nonbarcoded human DNAs seem to support this notion; Bansal and colleagues (Bansal et al., 2011) successfully enriched 600-kbp targets from pools of 100 individuals (a total genome pool of over 300 Gbp), providing an efficient method to identify single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertion/deletion polymorphisms in defined coding regions, and the authors predict that multiplexing of larger pools (e.g., 400 human samples) is possible.

Applications of large-scale hybridization-based enrichment in plants are still in their infancy, but published studies to date highlight the power of this approach. For example, Fu et al. (2010) used sequential on-array hybridization to deplete repetitive elements from Zea mays genomic libraries, then enrich the libraries for unique target loci (Fu et al., 2010). In this example, genomic DNA libraries from inbreds B73 and Mo17 were hybridized to a repeat subtraction array containing 720000 probes representing the highly repetitive fraction of the Z. mays genome. Unbound sequences were recovered and rehybridized on one of two capture arrays, with targets representing a 2.2-Mbp interval on chromosome 3 of B73, or 43 widely dispersed genes. Following sequencing on the Roche/454, these authors observed that 22–36% of the resulting reads were on target, that 98% of the targeted bases were sequenced at least once, and that the targets were enriched 1800- to 3000-fold. More recently, Saintenac et al. (2011) used solution hybridization to target nearly 3500 dispersed loci (3.5 Mb) from the larger genomes of allotetraploid wheats (Triticum dicoccoides and T. durum cv. Langdon, each nearly 10 Gb/1C) that were barcoded, pooled, and hybridized in a single reaction. In this example, nearly 60% of the total Illumina-based reads aligned to reference, and the overall enrichment factor for the experiment was 2900-fold. Of 3497 full-length reference (cDNA) sequences, 2273 were represented with a median depth of 10×. A key outcome of both of these studies is that a large number of polymorphic positions were identified, with over 2500 representing the two accessions of Z. mays (Fu et al., 2010) and nearly 19000 representing the two allotetraploid Triticum species (Saintenac et al., 2011). Similarly, both studies found that probes targeting genes with known paralogues tended to enriched all copies with high efficiency. This feature was advantageous in the case of allotetraploid Triticum, as the authors partitioned polymorphism into allelic variation (~4400 SNPs), and into differences between the homoeologous A- and B-genomes (~15000 polymorphic sites; Saintenac et al., 2011).

We have explored hybridization-based enrichment as an alternative to PCR-based amplification of complete chloroplast genomes from conifers (Parks, 2011; M. Parks et al., unpublished manuscript; see Appendix S1 with the online version of this article). For comparison, the 34 novel chloroplast genomes sequenced, assembled and described in Parks et al. (2009) required over 1200 long-PCR reactions; many species could not be included in this analysis because they failed the large number of PCRs required or because there was insufficient template DNA. Using hybridization enrichment, we have since enriched and sequenced over 100 conifer chloroplast genomes (M. Parks et al., unpublished manuscript), with the majority of genomes enriched in a single experiment where barcoded samples were hybridized in 4-plex reactions (88 samples, 22 reactions). We have also used hybridization to enrich nuclear genomic targets for population genetic applications, such as repeat enrichment for microsatellite development in conifers (Jennings et al., 2011) and exon enrichment for SNP validation in sagebrush (Bajgain et al., 2011). Lessons learned from these early development efforts illustrate the enormous potential of hybridization methods for routine large-scale target enrichment for population genomic and phylogenetic analysis. Here, we highlight four key findings.

Finding 1: Short, untiled probes can enrich large targets—Our earliest experiments used 39 pooled, 3′-biotinylated PCR primers as hybridization probes for targets in the Pinus chloroplast genome. At 18 to 36 bp, these probes are small relative to probes used in commercial solution hybridization kits (typically 120 bp). Despite their short length, however, these oligonucleotides proved to be excellent hybridization probes, enriching targets to 400× above background levels and enriching flanking regions 600 bp upstream and downstream of the probe (Fig. 3A). These 39 probes totaled 950 bp in length, but they enriched targets 54 kbp in size (Fig. 3B), a value that accounts for 45% of the Pinus chloroplast genome. These results and others (Gnirke et al., 2009; Mamanova et al., 2010) show that the size of flanking, off-target sequence enrichment is determined by the insert size of the input genomic library (~600 bp in our case). If off-target DNA sequences are desirable (as they often are in population and phylogenetic studies), this flanking DNA can be enriched simply by increasing the size of the insert size of the input library.

Finding 2: Pooled PCR products can serve as enrichment probes—To enrich complete chloroplast genomes, we reasoned that PCR amplicons spanning a complete chloroplast genome could also serve as hybridization probes. To test this hypothesis, we PCR amplified the chloroplast genome from Pinus thunbergii in 35 separate reactions (as indicated in Fig. 2), concatenated the PCR products via ligation, and used φ29 polymerase to simultaneously amplify and biotinylate the concatenated probes. These concatemers were used as solution hybridization probes to enrich complete chloroplast genomes individually or in 4-plex reactions. Our results from 111 hybridization experiments show that randomly concatenated PCR products made excellent hybridization probes, as chloroplast DNA increased in abundance from 1–4% in unenriched samples, to as high as 80% in hybridized samples (Fig. 3C). Across experiments, chloroplast genomes were enriched to an average of 52%, and the resulting assemblies averaged over 90% complete (M. Parks et al., unpublished manuscript).

Finding 3: Hybridization enriches degraded targets that may not be amplifiable by long-PCR—Our efforts to complete a comprehensive chloroplast genome phylogeny for Pinus (M. Parks et al., unpublished manuscript) motivated us to use older specimen tissue samples that contained degraded DNA that was suboptimal for long-PCR amplification. Even though these DNAs showed low PCR success, we were able to make small insert Illumina libraries for many of these samples and enrich chloroplast DNA using hybridization (Table 2). In these tests, the Pinus DNAs with the poorest PCR success (0–6.3%) at eight diagnostic loci could be enriched by hybridization to the point that chloroplast genome assemblies exceeded 40.5 kb. The trend we observed was one of a threshold effect, where
Fig. 3. Hybridization-based enrichment of chloroplast genomes from *Pinus thunbergii* and seed plants. (A) Plot showing sequencing depth by chloroplast genome position in a hybridization experiment with 39 short oligonucleotide probes. Probe locations show significant enrichment (blue peaks), with an enrichment factor of $400 \times$. (B) Plot showing average sequencing depth by flanking nucleotide sites 1000 bp upstream (−) and downstream (+) of the probe. The location of the probe is shown in yellow, the average background for the experiment is in green, and enriched sequences are in blue. (C) Results from 111 hybridization experiments in conifers. Conifers show a native chloroplast representation of less than 0.05; the average representation for 111 hybridization experiments was 0.52. (D) Plot showing sequencing depth for the *Gossypium raimondii* chloroplast genome, following enrichment using chloroplast genome probes derived from *Pinus thunbergii*. The average background for the experiment is shown in green, and enriched sequences are in blue. Enriched targets correspond to regions that have >80% pairwise sequence identity between these divergent genomes (red shading).

samples showing 40–50% PCR success were “good enough” to yield hybridization-based assemblies >90% complete (Table 2). These results highlight a unique role for hybridization enrichment, namely, the capture of genomic targets from rare, degraded, or forensic specimens (Knapp and Hofreiter, 2010). It may be no coincidence that hybridization-based approaches played a central role in the remarkable enrichment of targets from Neanderthal specimens ranging in age from ~38 kyr to 70 kyr (Briggs et al., 2009; Burbano et al., 2010).

**Finding 4: Hybridization has a broad phylogenetic reach**—To push the limits of hybridization-based enrichment, we used concatenated PCR amplicon-based probes from *Pinus thunbergii* to enrich chloroplast genome DNA from a diploid cotton (*Gossypium raimondii*; Fig. 3D). Remarkably, we found levels of chloroplast enrichment in *G. raimondii* similar to those we obtained in *Pinus*; the native cpDNA representation (5.9%) was increased to 46.3% in the enriched sample, and 59.1 kbp of sequence was enriched $>5 \times$ the mean depth of the unenriched sample. By comparing the nucleotide sequence of the *Pinus* and *Gossypium* chloroplast genomes, we found that hybridization enrichment was greatest in 168 regions that had >80% pairwise sequence identity (Fig. 3D). These results provide evidence that heterologous probes can enrich conserved targets from highly divergent genomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxon</th>
<th>% PCR success (8 loci)</th>
<th>% Genome assembled after enrichment</th>
<th>Assembly size (bp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>P. fenzeliana</em> Hand.-Mazz.</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>54637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>P. bhutanaica</em> Grierson, Long &amp; Page</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>40524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>P. durangensis</em> Martinez</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>48476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>P. massoniana</em> Lamb.</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>119762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>P. balfouriana</em> Balf.</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>110572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>P. johannis</em> M. F. Robert</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>116607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>P. hwangshanensis</em> W. Y. Hsai</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>119874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>P. chiapensis</em> (Martinez)</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>117060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>P. edulis</em> Engelm.</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>116153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>P. pumila</em> (Pall.) Regel</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>114943</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
divergent lineages. More experimentation is needed to define the limits of this kind of "heterologous enrichment", but it is clear that carefully selected probe pools should be effective well beyond the original source species, and in the case of conserved gene targets (chloroplast gene sequences, conserved orthologous gene pools), they may show success across large evolutionary distances.

**Considerations**—Despite the advantages of hybridization-based enrichment, it is important to note that hybridization may show limited success in cases where unique insertions are present in the sample pool but absent in the probe pool. For this reason, other methods like low coverage genome skimming (Straub et al., 2012) can be recommended as a first pass strategy to gain sequences for abundant targets (e.g., chloroplast or mitochondrial genome DNA) and to evaluate the frequency of insertion/deletion in the targets and taxa of interest. Likewise, medium-depth genomic sequencing (e.g., 5–10×) can be used to identify putative SNPs and indels in conserved low copy nuclear sequences (S. C. K. Straub and A. Liston, Oregon State University, unpublished data), and these can also be used in the design of probes for targeted enrichment.

Hybridization probes can be made from reagents as simple as short PCR primers and double-stranded PCR products, but probe construction and biotinylation proceed by different paths depending on whether the probe pool is single- vs. double-stranded, or RNA vs. DNA. Appendix S1 (see online version of this article) provides example protocols for synthesizing single- and double-stranded DNA probe. Melting temperature equivalence and equimolar representation should be maintained across the pooled probes, as deviation from equivalence in these factors can result in the over-representation of favored targets. Finally, the use of blocking agents is critical to achieving a high enrichment factor in hybridization. The ideal blocking agent would be the highly repetitive fraction from the genome of the organisms being hybridized; since this is rarely available, the use of less-specific blocking agents is recommended (Sambrook and Russell, 2001). In our experience, the most important blocking agents to include are complementary, nonextendable oligonucleotides that mask the platform-specific adapter sequences used in library construction. Inclusion of these oligonucleotides will prevent “daisy-chaining” of targets that occurs through cross-hybridization between common adapter sequences of different inserts (Gnirke et al., 2009).

**RESTRICTION-ENZYME-BASED ENRICHMENT**

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), defined as single-base changes, are the most abundant type of sequence variation in eukaryotic genomes (Garg et al., 1999; Batley et al., 2003). The high frequency of SNPs in most species offers the possibility of constructing extremely dense genetic maps (for mapped gene cloning and haplotype-based association studies), conducting FST-based outlier tests, and conducting phylogeographic and phylogenetic analysis with a large number of unlinked loci. Historically, the discovery of SNPs and SNP genotyping in large populations has been expensive and time-consuming, limiting their utilization in nonmodel species. Methods for targeted SNP discovery and genotyping based on restriction site conservation have been reported in the literature and have been validated in plant species in the last few years, including restriction-site-associated DNA (RAD) tags (Miller et al., 2007; Baird et al., 2008; Davey et al., 2011), genomic reduction based on restriction site conservation (GR-RSC) (Maughan et al., 2009), and genotyping by sequencing (GBS) (Davey et al., 2011; Elshere, et al., 2011) (Fig. 4; Table 3). These methods rely on the discriminatory power of the restriction endonucleases to produce homologous restriction fragments among the individual samples being assayed. When paired with NGS platforms, these methods provide a cost-effective means to identify large numbers of high-confidence SNPs with broad application across diverse genomes.

**Restriction-site-associated DNA (RAD) tags**—The first description of this methodology by Miller et al. (2007) predated the era of readily available NGS platforms and thus relied on microarray hybridization to interrogate thousands of genetic (RAD-tag) loci in paired-sample comparisons. The recent use of NGS technology replaces the more technically challenging step of microarray hybridization (Baird et al., 2008). In the RAD technique (Fig. 4A), DNA samples are individually subjected to restriction digest using a single endonuclease (e.g., SbfI), and the resulting restriction fragments are ligated with a forward adapter containing DNA sequences for forward amplification and Illumina sequencing, as well as a barcode for sample identification. Following ligation, samples are pooled and sheared to produce random fragments averaging ~500 bp. Fragments of a specific size (300–700 bp) are size-selected using agarose gel electrophoresis, and a 3’ adenine is added to facilitate the ligation of a Y-shaped reverse adapter to the fragments. This Y-adapter blocks amplification of DNA fragments that lack the forward adapter, thus a final PCR amplification step with forward and reverse primers ensure that only RAD tags are amplified. Amplified DNA fragments are sequenced using standard NGS protocols (Hohenlohe et al., 2011; Davey et al., 2011). After sequencing, sequence reads are bioinformatically deconvoluted into sample sets based on sample-specific barcodes. SNPs between samples and a sequence reference are identified by pairwise grouping of sequence data from each sample. Various stringency parameters, including read coverage and alignment matches among reads are used to identify high-confidence SNPs (Pfender et al., 2011). Similarly, genotypic calls for individual samples segregating within populations are based on comparison of the individual sample RAD tag sequences with the reference RAD tag sequence.

The RAD process produces two types of genetic markers. Sequence polymorphisms within the restriction recognition site leads to dominant markers (RAD tag cluster is present in one individual, but not the other), whereas SNPs outside of the restriction recognition site, but within the sequence of the RAD tags itself, are biallelic SNPs that segregate in a codominant fashion. Dominant RAD polymorphisms are often discarded, as null alleles require deep sequencing for accurate detection (Chutimanitsakun et al., 2011; Davey et al., 2011). RAD analysis has successfully been applied to linkage map development and QTL analysis for reproductive traits in barley (Chutimanitsakun et al., 2011) and stem rust resistance in Loliump perenne (Pfender et al., 2011).

RAD sequencing has recently been applied to more challenging questions of population genetic and phylogeographic analysis of wild populations of animals. An important facet of these studies is that the populations were wild, so ancestral haplotypes are unknown, and the imputation of missing genotypes is difficult to address. The reliance on one restriction site, combined with tiled reads across adjacent sheared regions, makes it
Fig. 4. Targeted sequencing via restriction enzyme-based enrichment. (A) Restriction-site-associated DNA (RAD) tags, FPS = forward priming site, IPS = Illumina sequencing priming site, RPS = reverse priming site. (B) Genomic reduction based on restriction-site conservation. 454-pyrosequencing adapters are added during the em-PCR library phase (not shown). Fragments are bidirectionally sequenced. (C) Genotyping by sequencing. CFO1 and CFO2 = Complement (Illumina) flowcell binding site oligo 1 and 2, respectively. PESP1 and PESP2 = paired-end sequencing primer site 1 and 2, respectively.

possible to assemble the larger sequences required for these kinds of unpedigreed populations (Etter et al., 2011). Hohenlohe et al. (2010) used RAD to identify over 45,000 SNPs from pelagic and freshwater stickleback fish, and this information was used to test biogeographic hypotheses regarding the origin of freshwater populations and to identify genomic regions that colocalize with QTLs known to influence stickleback phenotypes. Similarly, Emerson et al. (2010) extended RAD to examining the phylogeography of the pitcher plant mosquito (*Wyeomyia smithii*) across its range in eastern North America. The unprecedented volume of data available for this analysis provided a high degree of population discrimination, allowing the authors to document the northward migration of this mosquito from refugia in the southern Appalachian Mountains to their current range. Finally, RAD has been used for SNP marker development to document and measure the frequency of hybridization in introduced rainbow trout (*Oncorhynchus mykiss*) and native westslope cutthroat trout (*Oncorhynchus clarkii lewisi*) in the western United States (Hohenlohe et al., 2011). These authors used relatively simple measures—excessively high observed heterozygosity and deviations from Hardy–Weinberg proportions—to discriminate true SNPs from differences in homoeologues in this tetraploid genome, strategies that could be widely applied in the analysis of angiosperm genomes. A common finding in all of these studies is that RAD (and presumably related technologies) can provide genomics-scale insights for nonmodel species when no prior genomic information is available.

Genomic reduction based on restriction-site conservation (GR-RSC)—Maughan et al. (2009) developed GR-RSC in an attempt to identify SNPs in *Amaranthus* (an Andean crop of regional importance) and later validated the methodology to simultaneously discover and genotype SNPs in an *Arabidopsis* recombinant inbred line (RIL) population. GR-RSC is based on restriction-site conservation across related individuals, removal of >90% of the genome via biotin–streptavidin paramagnetic bead separation and size selection via gel electrophoresis, followed by >10-fold sequencing coverage of the remaining genome via high throughput sequencing (Fig. 4B). In short, DNA is double digested with restriction endonucleases that recognize 4-base and 6-base recognition sites. Subsequently, adapters are ligated to the ends of the digested DNA fragments. The adapter ligated to the end of the 6-base recognition site is end-labeled with a 5′-biotin molecule, while the adapter on the 4-base recognition site is unlabeled. Genomic reduction is accomplished by removing the nonlabeled DNA fragments from the reaction using a biotin–streptavidin paramagnetic bead separation. DNA barcode sequences are then added to the DNA fragments using PCR primers complementary to the adapter sequences. Equimolar amounts of each individual PCR sample are pooled together and size-selected (500–650 bp) via gel electrophoresis in preparation for standard high throughput sequencing. Similar to RAD methods, the use of incorporated DNA barcodes allows for the assignment of individual reads to specific DNA sample pools, which can in turn be used for SNP discovery and genotyping.
Table 3. Summary of experiments utilizing targeted sequencing via restriction enzyme-based enrichment.

| Study               | Method   | Organism                        | Population type (No. individuals) | Sequencing platform (chemistry) | No. reads sequenced (No. plates or lanes)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pfrender et al., 2011</td>
<td>RAD</td>
<td><em>Hordeum vulgare</em></td>
<td>DH (93)</td>
<td>Illumina (1X36 bp)</td>
<td>49500000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chutimanitsakun et al., 2011</td>
<td>RAD</td>
<td><em>Lolium perenne</em></td>
<td>F₁ (193) c, F₁ (193) Q</td>
<td>Illumina (1X36 bp)</td>
<td>29715175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maughan et al., 2009</td>
<td>GR-RSC</td>
<td><em>Amaranthus sp.</em></td>
<td>Pop1-3 (2)</td>
<td>Roche/454</td>
<td>1272089 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maughan et al., 2010</td>
<td>GR-RSC</td>
<td><em>Arabidopsis thaliana</em></td>
<td>RIL (60)</td>
<td>Roche/454</td>
<td>3098246 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elshire et al., 2011</td>
<td>GBS</td>
<td><em>Zea mays</em></td>
<td>RIL (276)</td>
<td>Illumina (1X86 bp)</td>
<td>145836644 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Hordeum vulgare</em></td>
<td>DH (43)</td>
<td></td>
<td>27500000 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Reads with identifiable multiplex barcode DNA sequence.
b Two linkage maps with different numbers of map markers were produced for the male and female parent.
c Traits included: final leaf number, plant height, spike number, floret number, grain number, hundred grain weight, and grain yield.
d SNP discovery only.
e A total of 411 were subsequently converted and mapped by Maughan et al. (2011) using KASP genotyping chemistry.

via direct comparison of reads from an individual to a reference sequence. The reliability of the method was supported by the development of five highly supported linkage groups that were collinear with the *Arabidopsis* reference genome (r = 0.981) (Maughan et al., 2009).

One notable difference between GR-RSC and RAD methods is the contig lengths produced by the differing sequencing technology used (Maughan et al., 2010). As expected, contigs produced by 454-pyrosequencing were significantly larger than those produced via Illumina sequencing, although the size of contigs is a continually moving target on all platforms. The value of the increased sequence information is an important consideration if PCR-based SNP assays are desired for individual SNP loci. For example, using the flanking sequence derived from the 454-pyrosequencing data, Maughan et al. (2011) developed 411 individual SNP assays for *Amaranthus*, based on KBioscience KASP genotyping chemistry, which they genotyped on a Fluidigm nanofluidic chip (Fluidigm Corp., South San Francisco, CA). The use of nanofluidic genotyping reduced the cost per data point to US$0.05, which is comparable to the cost achieved through genotyping by sequencing using GR-RSC (Maughan et al., 2011). A single 96 × 96 Fluidigm integrated fluidic chip is capable of producing 9216 genotypic data points in a single run (~3 h), and minimal operator technical expertise is required.

Genotyping-by-sequencing—Elshire et al. (2011) recently described a genotyping approach for high diversity species, termed genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS). GBS relies on the use of methylation-sensitive restriction endonucleases (e.g., *ApeK1*) to avoid repetitive regions of the genome, while targeting lower copy regions of the genome, thus simplifying the computational challenge associated with restriction fragment alignment from species with high levels of genetic diversity (Fig. 4C). DNA is cut with *ApeK1* and ligated with a “common” adapter and a “barcode” adapter, which consists of a 4–8-bp barcode on the 3’ end immediately upstream of the compatible sticky ends. Modulation of the barcode size results in fewer sequence-phasing errors in the subsequent fragment sequencing. Individual samples are pooled, and a common set of PCR primers (complementary to adapter sequence, minus the barcode sequence) are used to amplify the pooled library. The PCR primers also contain sequences that allow the PCR products to bind to the Illumina sequencing flow cell and prime DNA sequencing reactions. Amplified fragments are purified and checked for appropriate fragment size (170–350 bp) and the contamination of adapter dimers. Single-end sequencing is performed using standard Illumina sequencing; while the authors used 1 × 86 bp reads, these could be extended using newer chemistry. After sequencing, reads are pooled based on barcode sequence information, and a set of reference sequence tags is identified. Reads from segregating lines within the population are then sorted into a presence/absence genotyping table based on the reference sequence tags and the parental source of the tag determined. A binomial test is used to test for segregation of the presence/absence scores against an independent framework map established from previously mapped SNPs. When pairs of tags aligned to the same unique position of a reference genome and cosegregated with the same framework SNP, the tags are merged into a single biallelic GBS marker, tested for cosegregation with the framework SNPs (Fisher’s exact test), and then incorporated into a high density framework map and ordered according to their positions in the reference genome.

While similar in concept to RAD and GR-RSC, the GBS protocol is simpler to perform, requiring no sonication, paramagnetic bead separation, size selection, gel purification, or specialized equipment. A pre-established and moderately dense framework map was instrumental in determining the relative map position of the tags, especially in light of the short read lengths (64 bp) and the diverse nature of the maize genome. The availability of a reference genome allowed for the identification of biallelic tags and the physical mapping of the tags to the reference genome. Accurate genotyping of presence/absence tags requires deep and uniform sequencing across all samples. Notable was a bias toward the sequencing of smaller restrictions fragments (<64 bp), possibly the result of preferential
amplification of small fragments during library construction, and/or the requirements for optimal cluster formation of the Illumina flow cell. We note that tags were mapped based on tests of linkage to reference SNPs, and not through de novo linkage mapping. The possibility of constructing a de novo map with GBS data are suggested, but such an approach is not presented.

Considerations—As with all new sequencing methodologies, targeted sequencing via restriction enzyme-based enrichment has some known limitations and may have additional unknown limitations. First, only a limited number of restriction enzyme-based enrichment experiments have been reported in the botanical literature, and all have been with diploid plant species. Undoubtedly the application of these methods to allopolyploid or autopolyploid species will be significantly more complex. Improvements to assembly and mapping algorithms will be needed to avoid mis-assembling paralogous/orthologous regions, especially in light of the fact that increased sequence data will be required to cover the increased size of the genomes of polyploid plant species. Second, researchers should recognize that the depth of coverage required to accurately call genotypes of heterozygous lines or populations is higher than what is required to accurately genotype lines or populations consisting of homozygous lines at the same level of confidence. Indeed, a minimum of four reads spanning the SNP in question would be required to achieve a 95% confidence level ($P = 0.046$) of accurately distinguishing a homozygous genotype from a heterozygous genotype. Illumina sequencing, with its significantly increased read numbers, may be the preferred sequencing platform for populations with high heterozygosity.

Third, researchers often think in terms of cost per data point when evaluating genotyping-by-sequencing strategies. We note that data point cost is directly related to the level of genetic diversity in the population being genotyped. Populations derived from a narrow genetic base will exhibit few polymorphisms; consequently, the cost per data point will increase. Fourth, targeted sequencing via restriction enzyme-based enrichment cannot target specific chromosomal regions or specific SNPs, thus these methods are cost prohibitive for studies targeting a small number of discrete genetic loci. Indeed, if restriction enzyme-based enrichment strategies are used in linkage mapping or association mapping studies of agronomic traits (i.e., QTL), postdiscovery efforts would be needed to convert the linked markers into another SNP assay format. Last, before a large-scale implementation of restriction enzyme-based enrichment for genotyping, user-friendly bioinformatic tools, capable of handling data files from the various high throughput sequencers, are urgently needed to facilitate de novo SNP discovery and automated genotyping—especially in light of the voluminous data expected in future NGS platforms.

TRANSCRIPTOME-BASED ENRICHMENT

One of the most widely used genome reduction strategies is to focus on the transcribed portion of the genome, or the transcriptome. The transcriptome comprises a relatively small fraction of the total size of plant genomes, ranging from ~25% for angiosperms with compact, gene-dense genomes (e.g., Arabidopsis thaliana, Medicago truncatula) to ~1% or less for large, highly repetitive genomes from conifers (e.g., Pinus taeda) (Rabinowicz et al., 2005) (Table 4). Transcriptome sequencing (often called RNA-seq) provides an efficient route to discover and describe gene and transcript structure, catalog polymorphism in exons and noncoding regions flanking exons for mapping and phenotypic associations, and quantify expression patterns that may be developmentally or environmentally regulated (Lister et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009; Wilhelm and Landry, 2009). Transcriptome sequencing offers the promise of sequencing tens of thousands of genes without prior sequence knowledge, and it uniquely offers a means to discover novel differentially spliced transcripts (“isoforms”). For gene expression studies, the sensitivity of transcript detection permits quantification over a range that spans many orders of magnitude. In light of the comparative ease of producing this kind of data—only standard molecular biology kits are required—transcriptome sequencing provides “one-stop shopping” for the entry of nonmodel organisms into high-throughput sequencing projects.

A strength of transcriptome sequencing is that it focuses sequencing resources on the expressed portion of the genome without a need for prior sequence knowledge, in contrast to PCR- and hybridization-based approaches, which require advance knowledge of target sequences and the design/synthesis of oligonucleotide primers or probes. Restriction methods are similar to transcriptome sequencing in that they require no prior sequence knowledge, but restriction methods are sensitive to enzymatic biases (recognition sites, methylation sensitivity, incomplete digestion). Restriction methods also produce anonymous and often dominant data, where transcriptome sequencing yields codominant variation from identifiable gene sequences (excepting cases of allelic or homoeologue expression dominance; e.g., Adams et al., 2003).

Transcriptome sequencing begins with total RNA extraction from tissue(s) of interest. Since ribosomal RNA makes up the vast majority of total RNA in most preparations (often >90%; Raz et al., 2011), most library construction methods reduce rRNA abundance and enrich the protein-coding mRNA fraction by oligo(dT) selection of poly(A)+ mRNA. This approach has the advantage of enriching the polyadenylated portion of the transcriptome (which includes the majority of the expressed gene space) so that it makes up the majority of the RNA pool; conversely, it has the disadvantage of undersampling nonpolyadenylated RNAs. If nonpolyadenylated RNAs are of interest, rRNA can be selectively depleted using hybridization-based probes (e.g., RiboMinus™ from Invitrogen, Ribo-Zero™ from Epicenter). Since a large proportion of the transcriptome is made up of a relatively small number of highly expressed transcripts, many transcriptome sequencing studies use a duplex-specific nuclease to perform “double-stranded normalization” (Shagin et al., 2002), a process that evens the representation of transcripts in an RNA pool. While double-stranded normalization makes it easier to sample rare transcripts on lower-throughput sequencing platforms (e.g., Roche/454), it does distort the relative abundance of transcripts in a pool, and this type of quantitative information is key for developing detailed transcriptome atlases (Severin et al., 2010; Li et al., 2010).

Library preparation is specific to each sequencing technology but typically involves fragmentation, first strand synthesis with reverse transcriptase and random hexamer or oligo(dT) priming, second strand synthesis, and ligation to platform-specific adapters to create a double-stranded DNA library. Strand-specific library construction methods are also available (summarized in Levin et al., 2010), and these offer benefits in characterizing novel transcriptomes (unambiguously identifies transcribed strands), as well as de novo transcriptome assembly.
because it reduces the memory footprint (Grabherr et al., 2011) and helps identify antisense transcripts. After sequencing, reads can be assembled de novo to explore novel transcript discovery using a number of available software packages (Zerbino and Birney, 2008; Birol et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009; Li and Durbin, 2010; Robertson et al., 2010). Once a reference is available, reads can be aligned to it using existing software (Langmead et al., 2010; Grabherr et al., 2011). Once a reference is available, it reduces the memory footprint and helps identify antisense transcripts.

**Transcriptome sequencing for SNP detection**—SNP discovery is the development of a polymorphic panel of SNPs that are used to assay populations or closely related species for nucleotide polymorphisms that are associated with a particular phenotype, to define population or geographic structure, or to track evolutionary history. SNP detection from transcriptome sequencing data are similar in some regards to other methods in that sequencing depth is an important index of the “quality” of a SNP; because of the extreme range of transcript representation in a transcriptome, however, read depths across SNPs are expected to be nonuniform.

During development of a transcriptome-sequencing-based SNP panel, researchers often consider pooling multiple unbarcoded samples (genotypes) to maximize SNP discovery per unit of sequencing cost. Although a theoretical foundation has been set to address this issue for DNA templates (Putschik and Schlötterer, 2010), this approach relies on simplifying assumptions that are violated in transcriptome sequencing (Cutler and Jensen, 2010). An important assumption is the equal sequencing representation of all individuals, necessitating equimolar pooling of target loci, something that cannot be accomplished in transcriptomes due to differences in transcript abundance among sampled individuals and possibly even among alleles within an individual (i.e., allelic dominance). Since the interpretations from pooled RNA templates are less clear than those from DNA templates, we recommend caution before adopting transcriptome pooling for polymorphism discovery.

RNA editing, primarily C-to-U substitutions, provide another departure of the transcriptome relative to the genome (Picardi et al., 2010), but can lead to false positive SNP identification when mapping RNA-derived sequence reads to a genomic reference. This can theoretically be circumvented by restricting SNP discovery projects to DNA vs. DNA or RNA vs. RNA comparisons, although the added sequence costs of RNA-based sequencing make this a less attractive alternative than rigorous SNP validation by other methods.

**Transcriptome sequencing for expression profiling**—Another goal of RNA-seq studies is to examine differential expression, or the relative transcript abundance and correlated changes in transcripts from a particular pathway or network, and relate these to a phenotype (Anders and Huber, 2010; Robinson and Oshlack, 2010; Trapnell et al., 2010; Auer and Doerge, 2011; Di et al., 2011; Li et al., 2010). While polymorphism may be present in RNA-seq data, it is tolerated by mismatch parameterization during the alignment step and is typically ignored in downstream analyses (Langmead et al., 2009; Li and Durbin, 2010). The goal of differential expression analysis is to compare the number of sequencing reads mapped among different individuals for the same transcript or among different exons in the same locus when looking for alternative splicing.

---

**Table 4. Summary of genome size, gene and transcript content of plants at Phytozome, and predictions for loblolly pine. Estimated transcriptome sizes for all taxa assume the average transcript length of Arabidopsis thaliana (2343 bp; Gan et al., 2011).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxon</th>
<th>Genome size (Mb)</th>
<th>Loci</th>
<th>Transcripts</th>
<th>Transcript size (Mb, estimated)</th>
<th>Transcript/gene ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chlamydomonas reinhardtii</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>17114</td>
<td>17114</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabidopsis thaliana</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>27416</td>
<td>35386</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carica papaya</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>27332</td>
<td>2796</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volvox carteri</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>14491</td>
<td>14542</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cucumis sativus</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>21491</td>
<td>32528</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabidopsis lyrata</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>32670</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selaginella moellendorffii</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>2273</td>
<td>2285</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prunus persica</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>27864</td>
<td>28702</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicago truncatula</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>50962</td>
<td>53423</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brachypodium distachyon</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>25532</td>
<td>32255</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citrus clementina</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>25385</td>
<td>35976</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquilegia coerulea</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>25784</td>
<td>27583</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citrus sinensis</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>25376</td>
<td>46147</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimulus guttatus</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>26718</td>
<td>28282</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orzeca sativa</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>40838</td>
<td>51258</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricinus communis</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>31221</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Populus trichocarpa</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>40668</td>
<td>45033</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setaria italica</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>35471</td>
<td>40599</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physcomitrella patens</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>32272</td>
<td>38354</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitis vinifera</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>26346</td>
<td>26346</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eucalyptus grandis</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>44974</td>
<td>54935</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorghum bicolor</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>34496</td>
<td>36338</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manihot esculenta</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>30666</td>
<td>34151</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycine max</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>66153</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zea mays</td>
<td>2,400</td>
<td>80000</td>
<td>106000</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinus taeda*</td>
<td>21600</td>
<td>224300</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notes:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* Includes alternative isoforms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b Estimated in Rabinowicz et al., 2005.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A fundamental question to all next-generation sequencing projects is how many reads are needed to adequately answer project goals. For RNA-seq studies, the answer varies by application (transcript detection vs. transcript sequence assembly) and the complexity of the transcriptome, but generalizations can be made. For transcript detection using the Illumina platform, published studies report values between 3 to 100 million microreads (Wilhelm and Landry, 2009). For the simple transcriptome of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, it takes as few as four million reads to detect 80% of the known open reading frames (Wang et al., 2009). A comparative study of gene expression in more complex plant transcriptomes (*Arabidopsis thaliana*, *Brachypodium distachyon*, and *Zea mays*) showed that 32 million 1 × 32 bp reads were required to detect expression for 88% of the known cDNAs from these species (Priest et al., 2010).

Our own work on the conifer Douglas-fir (*Pseudotsuga menziesii*; Pinaceae) indicates that 10 million mapped 1 × 80 bp Illumina microreads are required to detect 88% of the 38,000 predicted transcripts assembled for this species (Fig. 5A; G. Howe, Oregon State University, and B. Knaus, unpublished data; http://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/olympia/silv/ccto/index.html). However, transcript detection alone does not address the issue of accurate quantification of expression, as a very large number of transcripts (~4300; Fig. 5B) are represented by five or fewer mapped reads in the total sample of ~10 million mapped microreads. These values are too low for accurate quantitative analysis, and the treatment of low abundance transcripts is currently a topic of active debate. If analysis is restricted to transcripts showing a reasonable minimum number of mapped reads (e.g., 25), a large number of loci (~20200) can still be retained for analysis. At a sample size of 10 million microreads, the current capacity of the Illumina HiSeq2000 sequencer (>200 million reads per lane) should allow at least 10 multiplexed transcriptomes to be surveyed in a single pool.

If the goal of the RNA-seq study is to instead assemble transcript sequences for polymorphism detection and sequence characterization, then the required sequencing depth is substantially greater. In their comparative study, Priest et al. (2010) found that ~94 million 1 × 32 bp reads were required to provide 1× coverage of 80% of the known transcriptome; this is nearly 3-fold more data than is required to detect transcript abundance. Due to the uneven representation of RNAs in the transcript pool, however, many genes can be assembled and screened for polymorphism with a much smaller sample of sequencing reads. In our example from Douglas-fir, 10 million microreads would provide 25× depth of coverage for ~3860 transcripts (Fig. 5B). This generalization is sensitive to many assumptions (e.g., low level of contaminating rRNA or adapter sequences; comparable transcript mapping densities across different samples), but it makes the point that if the goal is to opportunistically scan a large number of transcripts for sequence variation, transcriptome sequencing samples can also be multiplexed at moderately high levels (e.g., 10×). This example also highlights the converse situation; if the goal is to analyze sequence variation from specific low-abundance transcripts, very large amounts of sequencing will need to be applied to obtain adequate depth for assembly and accurate counts.

**Considerations**—Analysis of RNA-seq data poses a number of analytical challenges, many of which arise from the biological complexity of RNA. First, the presence of multiple isoforms makes de novo assembly more computationally challenging, requiring as much as 1 GB of memory (RAM) per million input reads (Grabherr et al., 2011); at this scale, de novo assembly from one lane of Illumina HiSeq data could require ~200–300 GB of RAM. Second, since different isoforms share identical exons (Fig. 6), reference-based alignment of microreads arising from different isoforms will only map reads that are shared with the reference; reads that are specific to one or more novel isoforms (such as reads mapping to retained introns or unique splice junctions) will not map to the reference. It therefore appears that studies emphasizing novel isoforms require the use of all reads in an experiment, and these need to be mapped to databases of possible splice junctions (e.g., Li et al., 2010) or possibly de novo assemblies of multiple unique references (Gan et al., 2011). Third, the presence of nearly identical

---

**Fig. 5.** Sequencing depth from transcriptome sequencing experiments. (A) Rarefaction plot showing the relationship of detected transcripts as a function of the size of a read pool, up to 100 million reads. The dashed line represents the maximum number of transcripts (38,589) in the *Pseudotsuga menziesii* reference. Boxplots represent the variability in the number of transcripts detected in an RNA-seq experiment from needle tissue; outliers are indicated with circles. (B) Histogram of the number of reads mapping to each transcript from Douglas-fir needles in an RNA-seq experiment with 10 million mapped reads. In a data set of this size, 5100 transcripts are not sequenced, and 4750 transcripts are represented by five or fewer mapped reads. In contrast, 23,060 transcripts are represented by 25 or greater mapped reads.
transcriptome sequencing is well established in the literature, and analysis of RNA-seq experiments, is an actively evolving Exploration of these factors, as well as approaches for the design of transcript-counting experiments. As variation in collection time, developmental stage, and critical importance when designing transcriptome sequencing studies include samples from similar collection times, DNA-based studies, and care needs to be exercised so that comparison of transcriptome sequences is randomly assigned to one of \( N \) possible positions. The net result of a unmutilmap situation is that the true signal contained in differentially expressed transcripts can be diluted, with an underestimation in the abundance of overexpressed transcripts, and an overestimation of underexpressed transcripts. Paralogous genes that retain a high level of sequence similarity among copies can also be prone to unmutilmap situations.

A final but important consideration of transcriptome sequencing is that gene expression and transcript abundance is dynamic. Not only can differentially spliced transcripts ("isoforms") arise from the same source gene (Fig. 6), the abundance of transcripts and isoforms fluctuate hourly, seasonally, by tissue type and developmental state, and in response to environmental conditions. A circadian rhythm to expression has been reported for 25% of the protein-coding genes in *Arabidopsis thaliana* (Filichkin et al., 2009), while as many as 60% of genes in *Oryza sativa* subsp. *japonica* and *Populus trichocarpa* have been reported to be similarly regulated (Filichkin et al., 2011). A similarly large portion of transcribed genes fluctuate with developmental stage (Li et al., 2010; Zenoni et al., 2010) and tissue type (Severin et al., 2010; Portnoy et al., 2011). Due to this wide range of expression variation, the choice of tissue collection is more complicated than for DNA-based studies, and care needs to be exercised so that comparative studies include samples from similar collection times, developmental states, and environments. These factors are of critical importance when designing transcript-counting experiments, as variation in collection time, developmental stage, and possibly taxonomic divergence may confound interpretations. Exploration of these factors, as well as approaches for the design and analysis of RNA-seq experiments, is an actively evolving area of research (Auer and Doerge, 2010).

**Examples**—Unlike the other methods detailed in this paper, transcriptome sequencing is well established in the literature, with over 50 published examples of transcriptome-sequencing studies focusing on plants (see online Appendix S2). Initial RNA-seq efforts focused on model organisms and single-taxon studies, but these have recently expanded to include diverse taxa and often compare transcriptome sequence and expression differences between varieties and subspecies within species, between congeneric species, and between closely related genera. RNA-seq has added substantially to our knowledge of already well-characterized models, such as rice (*Oryza sativa*; Poaceae). For example, Lu et al. (2010) used the Illumina platform to explore differences among two subspecies of rice, *Oryza sativa* subsp. *indica* and *O. s. subsp. japonica*. From libraries ranging from 23.6–30.9 million reads, they identified over 60 000 SNPs and observed 3 464 genes as differentially transcribed among the subspecies. Remarkably, this single study validated gene models for 46 000 genes and identified over 15 000 novel transcripts, 50% of which have no homolog in public protein databases. The impact on less-well characterized species is just as impressive. For example, RNA-seq was used to assemble a reference transcriptome of 20 250 transcripts for big sagebrush (*Artemisia tridentata* subsp. *tridentata*; Asteraceae), and to identify SNPs between the reference and related sagebrush subspecies (Bajgain et al., 2011). The 20 952 inferred SNPs identified in this study are currently being used to examine the evolutionary history of sagebrush and the molecular basis of adaptation between subspecies. RNA-seq is being used to gain an understanding of the evolutionary origin and developmental complexity of unique anatomical modifications, such as the characteristic “traps” of the bladderwort *Utricularia gibba* (Lentibulariaceae), which have been contrasted with other organs using the Roche/454 platform (Ibarra-Laclette et al., 2011). In this same study, de novo assembled contigs from chloroplast and mitochondrion genes and a supermatrix of 100 nuclear genes were also used to infer phylogeny. Genes involved in other key evolutionary transitions, such as the shift from obligate outcrossing to self-compatibility in *Eichhornia paniculata* (Pontederiaceae) (Ness et al., 2011), are also being evaluated for differential expression. As with all previously described studies, tens of thousands of SNPs were identified in *Eichhornia*, and these will enable detailed investigation into the evolution of breeding system in this group.

![Fig. 6. Example of transcriptome read mapping on alternatively spliced genes. Three gene models are presented in blue (UTRs in grey), based on *Arabidopsis thaliana* alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH; top panel). Two hypothetical isoform models were created to demonstrate exon skipping (middle model) and intron retention (bottom model). Simulated reads (green) were mapped to each model to demonstrate the pattern of read alignment. A total of 250 reads were mapped, with 100 mapped to the original gene model, and 150 mapped to the alternative splicing models (highlighted in red box). Reads spanning splice junctions are indicated by filled rectangles joined by a horizontal line.](image-url)
The flexibility and adaptability of RNA-seq makes it amenable to addressing a host of questions related to plant science, and the breadth of these applications is certain to expand. As the throughput of sequencers steadily increases and the cost of sequencing on a per-nucleotide basis drops, many groups are initiating large-scale, comparative transcriptome projects involving large numbers of samples. One of the most ambitious is the 1KP Project (http://www.onekp.com/project.html), an effort to sequence more than one-thousand plant transcriptomes from a variety of tissues and across an evolutionary swath that includes all land plants. As transcriptome drafts from this project are finalized, they are sure to provide important reference transcriptomes to give plant researchers a large set of tools to develop PCR-based and hybridization-based markers for addressing taxon-specific questions.

TARGETED-ENRICHMENT: SCALING QUESTIONS TO METHODS

There are many options available for targeted enrichment when conducting NGS-based studies, but are some better suited for specific questions? The answer to this depends on many factors, including the nature of the study (physiological, population genetic, phylogenetic), the kinds of data produced, the number of samples included in the study, the number of loci targeted, the scaling efficiency of a method to high throughput sequencing, and the availability of computational resources or specialized instrumentation. To help address this question, we have summarized the level of biological complexity each method is suited to address and directly compared methods in a hypothetical scenario that involves analyzing a fixed number of individuals (96) for a range of target sizes (50 – 500 kbp) (Table 5; see Appendix S3 with the online version of this article).

Generally speaking, restriction digestion methods are the easiest and least expensive to perform among all enrichment methods; they are also efficient with regard to time and resources, requiring one reaction per sample. Restriction methods may have the narrowest range of application, being limited primarily to the detection of genetic variation in closely related individuals (e.g., mapping populations, natural populations). With increasing taxonomic and genetic divergence, the assumption of restriction site conservation is likely to be violated, and mutations within restriction sites and rearrangements around restriction sites will produce unsequenceable fragments (null alleles). These will increase the frequency of missing data and complicate downstream analyses (Davey et al., 2011). In limited cases, restriction enzyme enrichment methods may be useful at examining interspecific variation (such as in hybrid contact zones). Of the available methods, GBS and GR-RSC are the least expensive, while RAD is more expensive due to the cost of specialized adapters with modified nucleotides. All methods yield a large amount of data that is equally divided among the individuals included in a multiplex, so there is no difference in the cost of examining small (50 kbp) vs. large (0.5 Mbp) targets for 96 individuals.

At the other end of the spectrum, transcriptome sequencing may be the most challenging and expensive enrichment method, although these disadvantages may be outweighed by its breadth of application, since the method can be used to address questions as narrowly focused as gene expression differences within an individual and as broad as sequence analysis for comparative phylogenetic studies. The technical challenge of transcriptome sequencing arises primarily from its requirement for fresh material, the precautions of working with RNA, and the informatic uncertainty imposed by alternative splicing of transcripts. From a cost perspective, the added costs for transcriptome sequencing are due to the materials required for poly(A) isolation and cDNA construction, although low-cost strand-specific RNA-Seq approaches have been reported (Zhong et al., 2011). On the positive side, RNA-seq requires one reaction per sample, and it scales efficiently with targets in vast excess of 500 kbp. In our estimates, the major expense in transcriptome sequencing is the cost of the actual sequencing run; for this reason, RNA-seq will benefit disproportionately from the growing capacity of NGS, and growth in capacity will translate into increased multiplexing capacity and reduced costs.

Hybridization-based enrichment has a similarly broad utility as transcriptome sequencing, since it can be used to enrich targets genomic DNA and cDNA libraries in a manner that preserves the relative ratios of the original target (or transcript) concentrations (Levin et al., 2009). Like transcriptome sequencing, hybridization enrichment is more challenging than PCR or restriction enzyme methods because the enrichment probes are usually RNA, and the process is lengthy. Hybridization enrichment is expensive for the isolation of small target pools, but it

### Table 5. Comparative efficiencies of different methods for sequencing targets of different sizes from 96 samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enrichment method</th>
<th>Focal area for different enrichment methods *</th>
<th>Approximate cost/sample to enrich and sequence targets (No. reactions required)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Differences between tissues/individuals</td>
<td>Differences between populations/species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short PCR (500 bp/amplicon)</td>
<td>$\pm$</td>
<td>$\pm$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long PCR (5000 bp/amplicon)</td>
<td>$\pm$</td>
<td>$\pm$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microfluidic Short PCR (500 bp/amplicon)</td>
<td>$\pm$</td>
<td>$\pm$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybridization (2 Mbp probe synthesis)</td>
<td>$\pm$</td>
<td>$\pm$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restriction—GBS or GR-RSC</td>
<td>$\pm$</td>
<td>$\pm$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restriction—RAD</td>
<td>$\pm$</td>
<td>$\pm$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcriptome</td>
<td>$\pm$</td>
<td>$\pm$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Focal areas are noted as either “$-$” (method is not well suited for application), “$\pm$” (method can be applied but more efficient methods exist), or “$+$” (method is well suited for application).
is the least expensive method for enriching target pools greater than 500 kbp in complexity. Perhaps more than any other method, hybridization enrichment scales to large sample sizes, since methods exist for high-throughput library construction (Fisher et al., 2011) and multiple barcoded samples can be hybridized simultaneously (Nijman et al., 2010). Importantly, hybridization enrichment has become a standard application in human genomics, and this large community will drive improvements in product and software development. In contrast to transcriptome sequencing, the major expense in hybridization enrichment is the cost of biotinylated hybridization probes, so development of multiplex hybridization or cost-effective probe synthesis methods are the most important factors for controlling project costs.

The efficiency of PCR as an enrichment method depends primarily upon the number of loci sampled and the amplification platform, due to the proportional increase in primer and reagent costs with increasing targets. If the goal is to sequence a small pool of targets (e.g., 50 kbp), all PCR strategies—direct sequencing of short PCR products, sequencing of long PCR libraries, and microfluidic PCR—appear equally cost effective. Absent from our calculations is the time and expense associated with amplifying 9600 short (≤500 bp) or 960 long (>5 kbp) PCR products for these studies, and these may be prohibitively high. Based on price alone, microfluidic PCR appears to be a cost-effective method for sequencing larger pools of targets up to 150 kbp. As noted, the number of amplicons required to enrich these targets by microfluidic methods (28800 for short PCR products; 2880 for long PCR products) still demands more effort than other enrichment approaches. Due to the comparatively high cost per “PCR data point”, we predict that the coupling of PCR with next-generation sequencing will be most productive when PCR amplicons are maximally informative (e.g., targeting previously sampled spacers or introns in phylogenetic studies) or if they are being compared to previous data that are difficult to produce using other approaches. PCR methods will be less attractive in studies where individual amplicons show limited variation, as is often the case in studies examining intraspecific genetic variation (e.g., linkage mapping, population-genetic, phylogeographic comparisons).

Irrespective of the method adopted for targeted sequencing, all of these approaches make efficient use of sequencing and data storage resources by maximizing the production of sequence reads for genes and targets of interest, and these efficiencies may yield underappreciated savings. Low-depth genome sequencing approaches can be used to sequence high-copy targets from a large numbers of samples, even if the targets of interest are rare in the total genome pool (e.g., 1% or lower for cpDNA; Straub et al., 2012). However, these approaches require a large investment into sequencing reagents and data storage capacity for microread sequences that are sampled at such low depth that they cannot be easily assembled or analyzed. This represents a hidden cost to the user, because lost sequencing capacity could be redirected toward gathering additional information (samples, targets) for a comparatively small increase in sample preparation costs.

At the moment, it is unclear which of these target-enrichment methodologies will become widely adopted in “next-generation” plant research, or if these approaches will be supplanted by even more efficient methods. What is certain is that enrichment methods, which were only recently dominated by low-to-medium throughput technologies, will be expanded and improved to take advantage of the stunning growth in NGS instruments. One only needs to look at the human genomics community to be inspired by the scale that next-generation target enrichment can be conducted in a single laboratory (e.g., hundreds of exome samples per week; Fisher et al., 2011) and to see that enrichment strategies are as relevant as they were when next-generation sequencing was first introduced. These methods are certain to redefine what is possible in future plant research, and they will help hasten an era that will be both exciting and unsettling, where sequencing run capacity will be measured in trillions of bases, transcriptome and draft genome sequences will be abundant for nearly all plant groups, and the cost to generate targeted data will be essentially free when calculated at the per-gene level.
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